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INTRODUCTION 
 
In the era of digital surveillance, the concept of a visual dragnet has emerged as a revolutionary tool in the realm of 
security and law enforcement. A visual dragnet refers to a comprehensive surveillance system that integrates 
visual data from various sources, such as CCTV cameras, drones, and body-worn cameras, to create a cohesive 
network for monitoring and analysis of visual information. Let us delve into the significance of COM-SUR, a pivotal 
component in the creation of a visual dragnet, and its profound implications for the police, law enforcement 
agencies, and defence forces.  
 
CREATING A HUMONGOUS VISUAL DRAGNET 
 
The widespread adoption of COM-SUR and the standardization of daily CCTV footage auditing as an SOP can lead 
to the creation of an extensive visual dragnet. If every user begins to audit their respective footage, it would result 
in a vast network of visual data that can be leveraged by the police and LEAs. Such a network would offer 
numerous benefits: 
 

• Extensive Coverage: A humongous visual dragnet would provide comprehensive coverage, leaving no blind 
spots for criminal activities to go unnoticed. 
 

• Community Safety: The collective effort in auditing footage would enhance community safety, creating a 
collaborative environment between the public and law enforcement. 
 

• Resource Optimization: The pooling of visual data would allow for optimal resource allocation, ensuring 
that law enforcement can focus on areas of immediate concern. 

 
Defence forces can also benefit from a Visual Dragnet to conduct reconnaissance, monitor borders, and enhance 
situational awareness in critical areas. 
 
COM-SUR MAKES THE IMPOSSIBLE POSSIBLE!  
 
The sheer ease with which every user can audit an entire day’s footage from multiple cameras prompts the user to 
audit the footage in order to gain benefits of various kinds. The implementation of COM-SUR as a cornerstone and 
a standardized tool (akin to MS Office) in the establishment of a visual dragnet represents a paradigm shift in 
surveillance and security. Its ability to integrate and help users analyze vast amounts of visual data makes it an 
indispensable asset for relevant stakeholders.  
 
As we move towards a future where security is paramount, the role of COM-SUR in creating a humongous visual 
dragnet will be pivotal in shaping a safer and more secure society. The integration of COM-SUR into the daily 
operations of surveillance and security promises to redefine the landscape of public safety and defence. 
 
Finally, allow us to present three important mantras that change the landscape of video surveillance:  
 
1. Auditing is fundamental – everything else is peripheral.  
 
2. Cameras have lenses – humans have eyes.  
 
3. Let’s make cameras ‘accountable’. 
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